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New brain bank to
boost research into
neurological disorders

A projection of
the “Anatomage”,
a virtual
dissection tablet,
during the
launch of
Singapore’s first
brain bank,
named Brain
Bank Singapore,
at the Lee Kong
Chian School of
Medicine
yesterday.
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Researchers can access Asian brain tissues to
develop treatments; facility seeking donors
Clement Yong
Last week, Ms Lovely Fernandez,
41, signed up to donate her brain after her death to Singapore’s first
brain bank.
“I was diagnosed with multiple
sclerosis, a disease with no cure
that has kept the left side of my
body numb for the last 10 years. I
hope that by donating my brain, scientists can find a cure for others,”
she said yesterday.
She was at the launch of Brain
Bank Singapore in Novena, which
gives researchers access to Asian
brain tissues and could improve the

treatment of brain disorders here.
The $500,000 facility, located on
the 11th floor of the Lee Kong Chian
School of Medicine, is completely
reliant on donors giving their
brains post-mortem for research.
It has set an initial target of getting 1,000 people to sign up as
donors within the next four years.
Factoring in mortality rates, this
will work out to about 20 to 30
brains making their way to the facility each year.
The brain bank is believed to be
the first of its kind in South-east
Asia, with similar centres already established in China, Europe and the
United States.

Scientists say the bank is important as there are significant differences in the way Caucasian and
Asian brains are affected by neurological disorders such as
Alzheimer’s disease and Parkinson’s disease. This means research
and treatments developed in the
West are not directly applicable to
the Singapore context.
Professor Richard Reynolds, the
director of the new brain bank,
said: “We now know that genetic
background is very important in determining the onset and course of
such disorders. It is essential that
neuroscientists in Singapore have
access to brain tissues from patients with the appropriate genetic
and ethnic background.”
Previously, scientists here could
rely only on imported non-Asian
brain samples, animal tissues, or

Ms Lovely
Fernandez
signed up to
donate her brain
after her death,
as she hopes to
help scientists in
their research.

brain scans. Brain scans could not
reach the molecular level with current technology, while animal tissues and non-Asian samples did not
map on perfectly to Asian brain behaviour, neurologists said.
The brain bank, which took two
years to set up, is a collaboration be-

tween Nanyang Technological University, the National Neuroscience
Institute and the National Healthcare Group.
Upon a donor’s death, Prof
Reynolds said the brain will be extracted within 24 hours, quick
enough for bodies to be returned to
families for funeral proceedings.
Brain tissues will then be stored
in a minus 80 deg C environment,
preserving them for decades, he
added.
Brain Bank Singapore said the
brain tissues collected will be
anonymised, with donors’ personal
details kept strictly confidential.

Researchers who apply to use the
tissues will also have to be vetted by
ethics boards.
To date, three people have signed
up for the scheme, after the recruitment process began at clinics and
community events last week.
One of them is Ms Fernandez,
who did so despite her family’s misgivings.
She said: “If I die at 55 or 60, my
brain will still be relatively young.
Instead of my body just lying there,
I would feel much more useful if it
could help scientists.”
clementy@sph.com.sg

TOC trial: Judge
rejects defence
lawyer’s application
Shaffiq Alkhatib
Court Correspondent
Defence lawyer M. Ravi’s application for the High Court to determine if the Singapore Cabinet
has the same protection as an individual under the Constitution
was thrown out yesterday by a
district judge.
Mr Ravi’s client, Daniel Augustin De Costa, is accused of defaming members of the Singapore Cabinet in an article he allegedly contributed to sociopolitical website The Online Citizen
(TOC) last year.
On the first day of the trial yesterday, the lawyer raised a question on whether the phrase “the
reputation of such person” under
Section 499 of the Penal Code –
which pertains to defamation – is
applicable to the Cabinet, a governmental body.
Arguing that since the Cabinet
is not a person, Mr Ravi said its
right is not protected under
Article 9 of the Constitution,
which states: “No person shall be
deprived of his life or personal
liberty save in accordance with
law.”
As such, he said, the Cabinet
does not have a reputation to protect.
His application for the question
to be addressed in the High Court
was rejected yesterday by District
Judge Christopher Tan, who said
that the matter “does not merit” a
referral to the High Court.
De Costa, 36, is accused of one
count each of criminal defamation and using a computer to perform unauthorised access to another man’s e-mail account. He allegedly committed these offences
on Sept 4 last year.
The Singaporean allegedly sent
to TOC an e-mail titled “PAP MP
apologises to SDP”. He is said to
have defamed members of the Singapore Cabinet in the e-mail,
which stated there was “corruption at the highest echelons”.
According to court documents,
De Costa allegedly intended for
the contents of the e-mail to be
published on TOC.
The website’s editor Xu
Yuanchen, 37, better known as

Daniel Augustin
De Costa (left)
and TOC editor
Terry Xu (below
left) both face
defamation
charges. De
Costa is
accused of
defaming
members of the
Singapore
Cabinet in an
article he
allegedly
contributed to
TOC last year.

Terry Xu, also faces a criminal
defamation charge.
Yesterday, Mr Ravi told the
court that the charges against his
client are unlawful, adding that
“the Government has no right to
sue for defamation”.
The lawyer also referred to the
Derbyshire principle, which is
linked to a legal case in Britain in
1993 between Derbyshire County
Council and Times Newspapers.
The case laid down the principle
in common law that a public body
is barred from suing a citizen for
defamation because this would
discourage free speech.
Deputy Public Prosecutors Mohamed Faizal, Shivani Retnam, Ho
Lian-Yi and Sheryl Yeo stated in
their submissions that the defence’s arguments were “entirely
without merit” and urged the court
to dismiss the application.
Furthermore, De Costa had
been charged over his defamatory
statement concerning members
of the Singapore Cabinet, and “the
members of the Cabinet are
clearly natural persons”, stated
the deputy public prosecutors.
The court heard that De Costa
had stated that no one but natural persons had a reputation to
protect.
Following the judge’s decision,
Mr Ravi said that he will be filing a
criminal motion in a week and will
be making a similar application at
the High Court.
The trials involving De Costa
and Xu are expected to resume in
January next year.
ashaffiq@sph.com.sg

Loh Khim San and Anis Farhana Muhammad Effendi feeding a beaver at the River Safari as Straits Times journalists (from left) Tee Zhuo, Goh Yan Han, Yeo Sam Jo and
Timothy Goh look on. The two children were part of a group of 27 who got a chance to see what goes on behind the scenes at the park. ST PHOTOS: CHONG JUN LIANG

Special River Safari trip
for beneficiaries of
ST pocket money fund
Jolene Ang
They toured a hospital, complete
with an accident and emergency department and operating area, and
watched as a patient was treated.
In this case, though, the patient
was a Gambian rat.
This tour of the animal hospital
was one of the highlights for 27 children who got a chance yesterday to
see what goes on behind the scenes
at the River Safari.
The children, who are beneficiaries of The Straits Times School
Pocket Money Fund (STSPMF),
were on an educational tour.
They were accompanied by
Straits Times journalists and volunteers from Samsung, which sponsored the excursion.
Each child also received a Samsung Galaxy tablet.

Besides the animal hospital, some
children visited the Wildlife Nutrition Centre too, also called the Central Kitchen, where animals’ meals
are prepared. Both places are not
usually open to the public.
The children tried their hand at
cracking walnuts that keepers give
to capuchin monkeys – which open
the nuts by smashing rocks on
them – and took a whiff of the food
pellets that flamingos eat.
They also took part in a scavenger
hunt, planned by the ST journalists,
that took them through the entire
River Safari.
Junyuan Primary School pupil
Ashley Yaw, 12, said: “I really liked
the behind-the-scenes tour because it’s not something that you
can usually see when you visit the
River Safari.
“We learnt many new things, like
how orang utans can actually drink

Justin Sim striking a Kung Fu Panda pose at the panda exhibit, one of the tasks
during a scavenger hunt planned by ST journalists yesterday.

Milo and even tea.”
STSPMF, started in 2000 as a
community project by ST, provides
pocket money to children from
low-income families to help them
through school.
The children can use the money
for school-related expenses, such
as buying a meal during recess or
paying for transport.
The fund has disbursed $68 million to help more than 170,000 children and young people in need.

SG Bike completes takeover of Mobike’s bike-sharing licence
Toh Ting Wei
Bike-sharing operator SG Bike yesterday announced it has completed
the takeover of Mobike’s licence to
run 25,000 bicycles in Singapore.
The deal, which was concluded at
about a third of the valuation that
the two firms initially agreed on,
makes SG Bike the largest bike-sharing operator here.
All existing Mobike bicycles can
now be unlocked using SG Bike’s
mobile application. Conversely, the

Mobike app can no longer be used
to unlock the bikes.
During the trial period, which
started yesterday, SG Bike is offering free rides for trips under 30 minutes on Mobike-branded bicycles.
“This trial period will allow SG
Bike to better manage the new resources and make any necessary adjustments to fine-tune its bike-sharing services,” the local company
said in a statement, adding that the
trial will end at “a later date”.
The bike-sharing firm operates
3,000 of its own bikes, mainly in

Tampines, East Coast and Yishun.
Mobike has 18,000 bikes deployed around Singapore and
7,000 more in storage.
SG Bike told The Straits Times it
will start deploying most of Mobike’s stored bikes in Punggol, before expanding to the rest of the
north-east region.
This will provide the area with a
higher concentration of bicycles.
It also said prices will remain unchanged with the acquisition.
A weekly pass costs $3.90, while a
30-day ride pass costs $11.90.

Commenting on the acquisition,
SG Bike’s chief operating officer
Sean Tay said: “Bicycles remain the
most flexible transport mode and
we believe this position will allow
SG Bike to accelerate the adoption
of shared bicycles.”
The Land Transport Authority
(LTA) has approved a total fleet
size of 45,000 shared bicycles in
Singapore.
The other operators are Anywheel and Moov Technology, both
of which have licences to operate
10,000 bicycles each.

SG Bike’s takeover deal was first
announced in August, with LTA
giving it the green light a month
later.
However, completion of the deal,
which was initially scheduled for
Sept 13, was delayed several times
as the companies sought to tie up
loose ends.
In an announcement to the Singapore Exchange on Monday, SG
Bike’s parent company ISOTeam
said SG Bike will pay an initial sum
of about $597,400 in the deal.
It could also pay up to about

STSPMF general manager Tan
Bee Heong said: “Our beneficiaries
had a fun and memorable time. We
are thankful to staff from The Straits
Times and Samsung Electronics Singapore for taking time to take the
students on this outing and for
bringing so much joy to our children
from low-income families.”
jolenezl@sph.com.sg

• Additional reporting by Cara Wong
$214,000 more, depending on the
condition of the 7,000 Mobike bicycles stored in a warehouse here.
The total sum of about $811,400 is
less than a third of the $2.54 million
that SG Bike and Mobike had initially agreed on.
The completion of the deal marks
the end of an era for bike-sharing
firms in Singapore.
At their peak, Mobike, ofo and
oBike together deployed more than
100,000 shared bicycles here.
But an inability to come up with a
sustainable business model, coupled with struggles in complying
with regulations, led to all three
firms leaving the market.
twtoh@sph.com.sg

